Frontier Oak Flooring
Product Description
Frontier Oak is full of beauty from reclaimed wood. We will preserve
for you plenty of the original sawsaw-marks and weathering to create a
rugged old west look and feel with additional character in knots and
nail holes.
♦ Specifications are designed to create an overall appearance of a floor and do not always
apply to each individual board.
♦ SpecieSpecie-White Oak & Red Oak.
♦ SourceSource-19th century barns.
♦ MoistureMoisture-Dried to less than 8% mc.
♦ KnotsKnots-Unlimited sound knots, some open knots.
♦ HolesHoles-Random nail holes often with ferrous stain.
♦ ChecksChecks-Unlimited checks and cracks allowed; this product may have more through checks
and cracks than most reclaimed floors. These checks and cracks are intended to be part of
the finished floor.
♦ SurfaceSurface-Most of the surface area will have the original sawsaw-marks or weathering, some
evidence of previous use such as weathered dents and scratches may be visible.
♦ GrainGrain-Mixed grain patterns
♦ ColorColor-Unlimited color variations, usually browns and tans combined with gray and black
weathering.
♦ MillworkMillwork-Flooring, Tongue & Groove, back relief, square ends.
♦ SpecialSpecial-This product is very rustic and follows the original condition of the wood. There
may be variances in thickness within individual boards and from board to board. Some of
the original cupping or crowning of boards may continue through the manufacturing
process.
♦ SizesSizes-3/4” thick, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10” wide, 11-1/2’ - 12’ long. Occasionally, thicknesses
and widths must be adjusted to accommodate raw product.

The unique distinctiveness of a reclaimed wood floor is generally what makes it so
desirable. A sample, photograph or description of a particular type of wood flooring may
demonstrate the general characteristics. The sample, photograph or description may not
necessarily be representative of the product actually delivered due to the great variability
in color, grain, texture, sign of previous use, etc.
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